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Things got scary on Halloween 2018 when two fiercely loyal—
sometimes adversarial—pro-football fans pulled a switcheroo. Fr.
Tom Ascheman (l)—a staunch Minnesota Vikings fan—swapped
caps with equally rabid Green Bay Packers fan, Fr. Ken Anich,
SVD. They even wore the other team’s colors to underscore the ruse.
It wasn’t a bet gone bad, it was just Halloween. Oddly enough,
despite their costumes, people still recognized them.

Vocation Director Fr. Adam MacDonald, SVD, welcomes a group of
area youth at DWC’s first Altar Server Retreat and Recognition Day,
on November 10. About 20 area servers got a pat on the back for
their willingness to support their parishes, while hearing how their
volunteerism can lead to a sense of mission the rest of their lives.
After lunch, they hit the DWC pool and wrapped up with Mass,
where Fr. Adam challenged them to continue looking for ways to
serve others.

Spanning a section of wall behind the podium in
the DWC dining room are six, brilliantly colored,
stained-glass panels, which tell a story of
individual faith and SVD spirituality. Father Toan
Vu, SVD, a graduate of DWC now on mission in
Ecuador, designed the panels when he was a
novice at Techny in 2000.
More traditional stained glass had filled the wall
recesses when the college decided to replace
them, so the call went out to the wider SVD
community to come up with a new design.
Novices at Techny are encouraged to explore
their creativity as they discern their path to
religious life, and this project appealed to the
young novice Toan.

“I read books about the SVD,” Fr. Toan
said. “I also recalled what I had learned
at the college about SVD charism and
mission, the mission of the Church, about
society, and I put a little bit of everything
together in my mind.”
Of the six panels he designed, two relate to
personal struggle and faith. They bracket four
panels that connect to SVD spirituality.
“This is a story, not just for any missionary,
but for any lay person, for religious priests,
brothers or sisters,” Fr. Toan said. “I was
thinking about everybody.”
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The celebration of the Our Lady of Guadalupe Mass opened with
an eruption of color on Saturday, December 8, as students, faculty,
staff and SVDs entered carrying the flags of 40 countries, reflecting
the multi-national community at Divine Word College. The sheer
number of flags helps to emphasize the welcoming nature of DWC
and the SVD to those of other countries and cultures.

When incoming freshman Sam Lollar (r) arrived in January, he had senior
Wisvel Joseph (l) to show him around and answer his questions. Wisvel is
his mentor, one of our experienced students assigned to be like a big
brother or sister to an incoming student like Sam. The first days and
weeks for a new student can be stressful—especially if they are learning
English. Mentors are assigned based on a number of factors, all to help
new students adjust to DWC as easily as possible.

Welcome to Our Saints of Perpetual Snow and Ice Seminary! The
statues of Saint Arnold Janssen (r) and Saint Joseph Freinademetz,
SVD, were shrouded with snow on a cold, clear day in
January…one of a continuous string of such days this winter.
Heavy snows, high winds, freezing rain, fog—you name it, we got
it and it raised havoc with class schedules and put teachers and staff
under pressure just to get to work. But spring is right around the
corner…let us pray.

The first
panel,
“Challenges,”
depicts a boat
in turbulent
waters. Some
see it relating
to the story of
Noah, but in
fact, it is about
the challenges
we face in
life—
individually or
in a wider
sense, the
church or
society.

The second
panel,
“Passing Over
to Other
Cultures,”
depicts the world
as a circle filled
with colorful and
connected pieces,
representing its
many cultures. It
relates to the
SVD concept of
humbly reaching
out—“passing
over”—to
dialogue with
other cultures.

The third and fourth panels, “Passing
Over to Other Religions,” celebrates
the same SVD concept of reaching
out, in this case to other faiths,
represented by various symbols.

Based on Fr. Toan’s
designs, Bro. Ray Albers,
SVD, created the six
stained-glass panels in
his workshop at
East Troy, Wisconsin.

The fifth panel,
“Passing Over
to the Poor,”
shows a dipper
pouring soup into
a bowl, which tilts
to flow into
another bowl. It
symbolizes
helping the poor,
who return the
blessing because
Jesus identified
with the poor,
so by helping
the poor, we
experience his
presence.

The sixth
panel,
“Humble
Openness,”
shows a
sunflower
blossom
upturned and
facing a
multicolored
sun. The
sunflower
represents
each of us
and our need
to turn our
face to God.

